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WHY?

All businesses rely on their organization’s ability to achieve their projects’ objectives. In order to ensure this vital achievement, currently many organizations are developing and looking for the best project managers for their projects.

The demand for globally attuned project managers with suitable experiences and up-to-date knowledge is higher than ever in Indonesia, both from national and multinational companies.

Comprehensive Project Management™ workshop program is specifically designed to help project professionals or practitioners in learning how to manage their project in line with A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) issued by Project Management Institute (PMI)®, USA.

WHO SHOULD JOIN?

Comprehensive Project Management program is developed for existing functional managers, project managers, future project managers, project team members and any professionals who wish to know how to manage their project properly and in compliance to globally recognized standard.

This program is also for any project professionals who wish to pursue Certified Associate Project Management (CAPM)® or Project Management Professional (PMP)® certification.
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

This workshop offers a new reliable approach in managing projects by combining the practical with the theoretical approaches of up-to-date project management knowledge and skills.

After this workshop, the participants will:

- Understand the project management framework.
- Understand the PMBOK® Guide standards and processes in managing project.
- Be able to apply the tools and techniques of managing project.
- Use PMBOK® Guide to help their actual projects.
- Be able to use knowledge from this workshop to pursue project management certification issued by PMI® such as CAPM® or PMP®.

All in all, participants will be able to manage their project(s) and achieve the objectives well whilst doing it in a professional-and-structured way.
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01 FACILITATORS

DCOptima’s facilitators are project management practitioners/consultants. They have extensive project management experiences and are passionate facilitators. They are nationally and internationally certified in project management area (eg. PMP®).

02 PROVEN TRAINING MODULES

DCOptima has been delivering the specific subject matter for years. Training modules has been developed by DCOptima Principal Consultant, Chalid Tamimi, since 1998. He and young energetic young professional have been updating the modules since then continuously, adopting latest technology.

03 KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

DCOptima operation is supported by knowledge management system that has been working for years. DCOptima approach enables partners and clients to build long term and sustainable learning programs with extensive repository system.

www.dcoptima.com
DCOptima offers a wide range of learning programs from public training to customized in-company workshop and coaching programs in project management as well as in business analysis areas.

As a **Global Registered Education Provider (Global R.E.P.) of PMI®, No. 2653**, DCOptima has strong commitments to the quality delivery and continuous improvement initiatives in all of DCOptima programs.

With almost two decades of hands-on experiences in project management at all levels and business settings, DCOptima consultants and principal consultant have assisted companies in the business of **Financial Services, Banking & Central Banking, Fast Moving Consumer Goods, Manufacture, Oil & Gas and Energy, Transportation, Retail, Construction, Telecommunication, etc.**

**In the last ten years, DCOptima has consistently delivered various project management workshop programs for more than 3,500 executives, managers and project professionals across Indonesia and beyond.**

[www.dcoptima.com](http://www.dcoptima.com)
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WHY DCOptima?

There are several reasons why DCOptima is the best partners for your professional development in project management area.

Global Standard  
DCOptima is a Global Registered Education Provider (Global R.E.P.) of Project Management Institute (PMI). It is a globally recognizable status of quality project management education provider. Participants will get standardized knowledge of PM and they will get the same materials with other PMBOK® Guide learners globally.

+ Digital Learning  
Every participant can continue learn Project Management after the class session by using DCOptima’s project (portfolio) management tools, DCOMonicon, for 3 months.

DCOptima training program such as PMP® Exam Preparation is also supported by digital simulation application which the participants can get for free for their preparation.

Credibility  
DCOptima is Consulting with hands-on and well-proven practical experiences and dedication to the improvement of PM knowledge in Indonesia. Participants will get the knowledge from a ‘real and credible’ organization player in Indonesia’s project management environment.

Dedicated Team  
DCOptima Training unit team is a fully dedicated one from DCOptima family. DCOptima has been delivering the specific subject matter for years. NOT in ‘part-time’ basis. DCOptima’s clients & partners will always be able contact our representative anytime before and after your program is delivered. DCOptima clients can develop a sustainable professional development program of project management subject with standardized format and open for continuous improvement in the future without having to re-inventing the wheel.

Easy and Fun Learning  
Since years, DCOptima has been putting lots of effort to create atmosphere and learning condition that make serious subject like Project Management training become noticeably easier and fun.
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CONTACT NOW

For investment fees please contact DCOptima team below.

Get special discount and promotion for:

• Credit Card (Visa & Mastercard) payment
• DebitBCA or KlikBCA payment
• Early Bird registration.
• Group registration (min 3 people)

*Promotion program cannot be combined

Riza
021 8660 4272  (Office)
0812 9437 7703  (Mobile)

www.dcoptima.com

training@dcoptima.com
**REGISTRATION**

Comprehensive Project Management

**CONTACT PERSON**

Name : 
Position : 
Email : 
Mobile : 
Company : 
NPWP : 
Billing Address :

**Workshop Date**

Name : 
Mobile : 
Email : 
Position :

Name : 
Mobile : 
Email : 
Position :

Name : 
Mobile : 
Email : 
Position :

**PAYMENT TRANSFER TO:**

Bank Mandiri Cabang Pondok Bambu Jakarta Timur PT. Daya Cipta Optima.  
A/C No: 006.0005433796

PLEASE EMAIL THE SCAN OF THE COMPLETED FORM TO:  
training@dcoptima.com
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2017 PUBLIC SCHEDULE

COMPREHENSIVE
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Join DCOptima's CPM program in 2017.
Let's get your competitive advantage!

3 DAYS | 21 PDUs

9 - 11 January
13 - 15 February
13 - 15 March
17 - 19 April
15 - 17 May
17 - 19 July
21 - 23 August
11 - 13 September
16 - 18 October
13 - 15 November
11 - 13 December
FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT
NEWBIE, ENTHUSIAST, PROFESSIONAL WHO HAS NO MUCH TIME TO REFRESH WITH THE LATEST PROJECT MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Project Management Essentials (2 Days)
(Suitable for Non Project Manager)

FOR EXPERIENCED PROJECT MANAGERS/LEADERS
PMP® Combo Program (5 Days)
Communication Skills for Project Managers/Leaders (3 Days)
Effective People Skills in Managing Project Using MBTI (2 Days)

FOR PMO & EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
Managing Multi Projects
Using PMO (3 Days)
Comprehensive PMO (3 Days)

OTHER
Microsoft Project Essentials (2 Days)
Business Analysis (3 Days)

2017 PUBLIC SCHEDULE
DCOptima’s other TRAINING PROGRAMS
Join one or more programs in 2017.
Let’s get your competitive advantage!

2017 PUBLIC SCHEDULE
DCOptima’s other TRAINING PROGRAMS
Join one or more programs in 2017.
Let’s get your competitive advantage!
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THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING DCOPTIMA

Jakarta City Office
Cyber 2 Tower, 17th Fl. Jl. H.R. Rasuna Said
Blok X-5 Kav. 13
DKI Jakarta. 12950 Indonesia

Operation Office
Jl. Teluk Langsa c9/7
DKI Jakarta. 13440 Indonesia
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A Global Registered Education Provider (Global R.E.P.)
of Project Management Institute, USA